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Kelly!chooses!racial!reassignment!in!reaction!to!an!understanding!of!visibility!that!sets!his!transformation!apart!from!those!of!Martin!and!Julie3nah.!!Whereas!Martin!links!visibility!directly!to!success,!to!the!attainment!of!the!American!dream,!Kelly!feels!imprisoned!by!what!he!understands!as!his!extreme!and!privileged!visibility!as!a!white!man.!!In!the!final!scene!before!the!epilogue,!he!breaks!the!fourth!wall!and!speaks!directly!to!the!reader: Why!would!I!step!out!of!the!circle!of!belonging,!where!I’ve!always!been?!!The!gilded!prison!house!of!whiteness,!with!its!electric!fences,!its!transparent!walls?!!Being!the!most!visible,!therefore!the!most!hated!of!all?!!The!one!who!can!always!condescend,!not!the!one!condescended!to? Reader,!doesn’t!the!question!answer!itself?!(358) Like!Egan’s!Charlotte,!for!whom!extreme!visibility!is!ultimately!destructive,!Kelly!sees!the!visibility!of!his!whiteness!as!a!confining,!restrictive!condition.!!By!letting!go!of!the!white!identity!of!Kelly!Thorndike,!his!interior!self!becomes!free!from!the!“prison!house!of!whiteness”!(358).!!Martin,!Julie3nah,!and!Kelly!all!believe!that!becoming!visible!necessarily!includes!the!separation!of!interior!and!exterior!planes,!the!transformation!of!the!physical!body!into!a!simulacrum.!!Yet,!each!has!a!different!interpretation!of!what!visibility!means!for!identity.!!Martin,!who!sees!representation!as!the!ultimate!form!of!power,!embraces!his!status!as!a!simulacrum.!!Julie3nah,!on!the!other!hand,!believes!that!to!become!a!reproduction!is!to!sacrifice!agency!and!individuality.!!Kelly,!too,!condemns!extreme!visibility,!but!does!so!in!response!to!purely!physical!and!emotional!factors;!his!choice!seems!more!authentic!because!it!resists!Martin’s!financial!motivations!and!Julie3nah’s!academic!rationalizations. 
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